Chronological List
Past and Future Publications

September 1, 2009

BOOKS


SCHOLARLY ARTICLES

Published


36. "The Classification and Analysis of Precapitalist Economic Systems by Marx and Engels," History of
Bibliography of Frederic L. Pryor


69. "The Transition to a Competitive Environment in East European Agriculture." *Ost Europa Wirtschaft* 36,


78. (with Eleanor F. Beach) "What did Adam and Eve Do for a Living?" BR: Bible Review 11, No. 2 (April 1995): 38-42.


84. (with Philip N. Jefferson) AOn the Geography of Hate, Economic Letters No. 65 (1999): 389-95.


Forthcoming or submitted for publication


4. AMedium-Term Economic Growth in the Caribbean, submitted for publication.


OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Notes


Bibliography of Frederic L. Pryor


33. AEconomic Systems of OECD Nations: Impact and Evolution,= Max-Planck-Institut zur Erforschung v


Internal Memoranda


Reviews


Other


5. *Interactive Computer Exercises for Learning Economics*, manuscript distributed to students at Swarthmore College. This was written jointly with *Teacher's Manual for Interactive Computer Exercises*. Versions of these exercises are used at the University of Pennsylvania and Barnard College.